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RANDOM TWO-COMPONENT SPANNING FORESTS
ADRIEN KASSEL, RICHARD KENYON, AND WEI WU
Abstract. We study random two-component spanning forests (2SF) of finite
graphs, giving formulas for the first and second moments of the sizes of the com-
ponents, vertex-inclusion probabilities for one or two vertices, and the probability
that an edge separates the components. We compute the limit of these quantities
when the graph tends to an infinite periodic graph in Rd.
1. Introduction
For G a finite connected graph with vertex set V , a spanning tree is a subgraph
(V,A), where A is a set of edges, which contains no cycles and is connected. A
two-component spanning forest (2SF) is a subgraph (V,B), where B is a set of edges,
which contains no cycles and has exactly two connected components. A spanning
tree of an n-vertex graph has n− 1 edges; a 2SF has n− 2 edges.
The matrix-tree theorem [Kir47] (Theorem 2 below) equates the number of span-
ning trees κ = κ(G) with the determinant of the reduced Laplacian. This result has
led to an extensive study of the random spanning tree on many different families of
graphs, see e.g. [BP93, Wil96, BLPS01].
Let κ2 = κ2(G) be the number of 2SFs. The ratio κ2(G)/κ(G) has an explicit
expression in terms of the potential kernel which follows from [Myr92] as explained
in [KW14]. It reads
(1)
κ2(G)
κ(G) =
∑
uv∈E
Au,vAv,u + (Au,v − Av,u)2 ,
where Au,v = G
r
u,u−Gru,v is the potential kernel and Gr is the Green’s function with
Dirichlet boundary conditions at some vertex r.
This implies the following theorem (which was previously obtained by other means
in [KW11, LP11]).
Theorem 1. [KW11, LP11, KW14] For the n× n grid G we have
κ2(G) = κ(G)n
2
8
(1 + o(1)) , as n→∞ .
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In this paper, we compute various properties of the random 2SF on the grid and
other graphs. In particular we give exact expressions for the first two moments of
the volume of the components, as well as vertex-inclusion probabilities.
A first application concerns the Abelian sandpile model. By [IKP94], waves of
topplings of avalanches of sandpiles started at a vertex v are in bijection with 2SFs
where v is disconnected from the sink. Theorem 5 below hence yields the first
moment of the volume covered by each such wave (see Section 2.4), where the sink
is the boundary vertex.
A second application, in the planar case, concerns cycle-rooted spanning trees. On
a planar graph the dual of a 2SF is a cycle-rooted spanning tree (CRST), that is, a
set of n = |V | edges connecting all vertices (and thus containing a unique cycle).
By [LP11], the expected length of the cycle in the scaling limit is related to the so-
called “looping constant” of loop-erased random walk (LERW), the density of sand
in recurrent Abelian sandpiles, and derivatives of the Tutte polynomial at (1, 1) (see
also [KW11, KW14]). Our results can be interpreted as computing the first two
moments of the area of the unique cycle, as well as the probabilities that the cycle
encloses a given face or pair of faces, and the probability that an edge is in the unique
cycle.
2. Finite graphs
2.1. Spanning trees and potential theory. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected
finite connected graph, endowed with a function c : E → R>0 (which we call conduc-
tance or weight), and b a marked vertex. The Laplacian operator ∆ : RV → RV is
defined by
∆f(v) =
∑
v′∼v
cvv′(f(v)− f(v′))
where the sum is over the neighbors of v. The Dirichlet Laplacian ∆D is defined
on RV \{b} by the same formula (in which the sum, however, ranges over all of V , not
just V \ {b}); in the natural basis indexed by V , ∆D is the submatrix of ∆ obtained
by removing b’s row and column.
The operator ∆D is invertible, see Theorem 2 below. Let G denote the Green’s
function with Dirichlet boundary conditions at b; it is the inverse of ∆D.
Entries of G have both probabilistic and potential-theoretic interpretations: Gu,v
is the expected number of visits to v of a conductance-biased random walk from u
to b. It is also the voltage at v when one unit of current flows from u to b. Gu,u in
particular is the resistance between u and b [DS84]. See also (3) below.
Given two directed edges e = u1v1, e
′ = u2v2 we define the transfer current to be
T (e, e′) = c(e′) (G(u1, u2)−G(u1, v2)−G(u2, v1) +G(v1, v2)) .
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The transfer current is used to compute edge inclusion probabilities for random
spanning trees [BP93], for example
(2) Pr(edge e is in the tree) = T (e, e).
The quantity T (e, e′) is also the amount of current crossing edge e′ when one unit of
current flows in at u1 and out at v1.
We define
κ = κ(G) =
∑
trees T
∏
e∈T
c(e)
to be the weighted sum of the collection of spanning trees.
Theorem 2 (The matrix-tree theorem [Kir47]). κ(G) = det∆D.
For general graphs a useful identity is
(3) Gu,u =
κ(Gu∼b)
κ(G)
where Gu∼b is the graph G with u and b identified. This can be proved by comparing
the Laplacian of G and Gu∼b which differ in only a single entry; see e.g. [Kir47].
2.2. Vertex-inclusion probabilities. For any 2SF of G, we define the floating
component to be the component not containing b.
In the following, let P denote the probability measure on 2SFs which assigns to
each 2SF a probability proportional to its weight. Let κ2 = κ2(G) be the weighted
sum of 2SFs.
Theorem 3. Let Σ be the floating component of a P-random 2SF on G. The proba-
bility that vertex u is in Σ is
(4) P(u) =
κ
κ2
Gu,u.
The probability that two vertices u and v are in Σ is
(5) P(u, v) =
κ
κ2
Gu,v.
Proof. Let Gu be the graph G with an additional edge eu connecting the wired bound-
ary b to u. The event {u ∈ Σ} has an interpretation in terms of spanning trees of Gu:
it is the event that eu is contained in a spanning tree of Gu. Thus, letting TGu denote
the transfer current on Gu, we have
(6) P(u) =
1
κ2(G)
∑
spanning trees T
containing eu
w(T ) =
κ(Gu)
κ2(G)TGu(eu, eu) =
κ(G)
κ2(G)Gu,u ,
where the second equality follows from (2) and the third one from (3).
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We now condition on the event that u ∈ Σ. Wire u and b together and construct
a spanning tree of Gu∼b using Wilson’s algorithm ([Wil96]) starting at v. The con-
ditional probability P(v ∈ Σ | u ∈ Σ), as a function of v, is the harmonic function
with boundary values 1 at u and 0 at b, hence we have
(7) P(v ∈ Σ | u ∈ Σ) = Gu,v
Gu,u
.
The result follows. 
Theorem 4. The probability that edge e connects Σ to Σc is
(8) P(e ∈ ∂Σ) = κT (e, e)
c(e)κ2
.
Proof. By [BP93], see (2), κT (e, e) is the weighted sum of spanning trees containing
edge e. 
2.3. First and second moments of the size of Σ. Let ∂Σ denote the boundary
of Σ, that is, the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in Σ. Let |∂Σ| denote the
sum of weights of edges in ∂Σ.
Lemma 1.
(9) E(|∂Σ|) =
∑
e∈E κ(G)P(e ∈ T )
κ2(G) =
κ(G)(|V | − 1)
κ2(G) .
Proof. The first equality follows from (8), upon multiplying both sides of (8) by c(e)
and then summing over all edges. The second equality follows from the fact that
every spanning tree has exactly |V | − 1 edges. 
Let ℓ∗ = E(|∂Σ|) be the quantity in (9). Summing (4) and (5) over all vertices, we
obtain the following volume moments.
Theorem 5. We have
E(|Σ|) = ℓ∗ |V ||V | − 1R and E(|Σ|
2) = ℓ∗
|V |
|V | − 1E(τb),
where R =
∑
v∈V Gv,v/|V | is the mean resistance between v and b for a uniform
random v, and
E(τb) =
1
|V |
∑
u,v∈V
Gu,v
is the expected hitting time to b for the conductance-biased random walk started at a
uniform starting vertex.
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2.4. Pinned bush. For any vertex z0 6= b, let Pz0 be the probability distribution of
the random 2SF conditioned so that its floating component Σ contains z0.
Using the expression of P (u ∈ Σ|z0 ∈ Σ) in (7), and summing over u, we obtain
that the conditional expected size of Σ satisfies
E (|Σ| : z0 ∈ Σ) =
∑
v
Gv,z0
Gz0,z0
=
E(τ z0D )
Gz0,z0
,
where τ z0D is the exit time of a conductance-biased random walk started at z0.
3. Infinite graphs
Let G = Zd with constant conductances 1. Let Gn = G ∩ [−n, n]d. We wire all
vertices of G \ Gn into a single vertex which plays the role of the boundary of Gn.
In this setting the potential kernel on Gn converges to the potential kernel on G.
On Gn we have Au,v = 1/2d+ o(1) for any edge uv not within O(1) of the boundary.
Since there are dnd(1 + o(1)) edges in Gn, formula (9) gives
κ2(Gn) = κ(Gn)nd/(4d)(1 + o(1)).
By (1), the expected boundary size of the floating component is then
(10) E(|∂Σ|) = 4d+ o(1).
More generally, let G be a graph in Rd, periodic under translations in Zd. Again
let Gn = G ∩ [−n, n]d. In this setting again the potential kernel on Gn converges to
the potential kernel on G.
Combining (1) and (9), we find (to leading order)
E(|∂Σ|) = n0
[∑
e∈f.d.
Au,vAv,u + (Au,v −Av,u)2
]−1
,
where the sum is over edges in a single fundamental domain [0, 1)d, and n0 is the
number of vertices per fundamental domain.
4. Euclidean domains
Here we consider scaling limits. Although our results apply in greater generality
(see the last but one paragraph of this section), for simplicity we consider only the
case of subgraphs of Zd.
Let D be a domain in Rd (for some d ≥ 2) with boundary a smooth hypersurface.
Let Gn be the nearest-neighbor graph of 1nZd with all vertices outside of D wired to
a single vertex called b. All edges have conductance 1.
By (10) above, En(|∂Σ|) → 4d as n → ∞. For general graphs G we denote this
limit ℓ∗ = ℓ∗(G
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Denote Rn to be the mean resistance (from a uniformly chosen vertex to the wired
boundary) associated with Gn. We obtain the following.
Theorem 6. Suppose d ≥ 2. Let z 6= z′ ∈ D, and zn, z′n be points on Gn within
distance O (1/n) of z, z′, respectively. As n→∞, we have
Pn(zn, z
′
n ∈ Σ) =
4d
|D|n2d−2 g
0
D(z, z
′) + o(n−d),
As n→∞, we have (for d ≥ 3)
En(|Σ|) = 4dR∗ + o(1)
En(|Σ|2) = 4dC(D)|D|n2 + o(n2),
where R∗ = limn→∞Rn, and C(D) = limn→∞
E(τb)
|D|n2
is the expected exit time from D
for Brownian motion started at a uniform point in D, divided by |D|.
For d = 2, the expression for En(|Σ|2) is the same above, and we have
En(|Σ|) = 4 logn
π
+ o(logn).
Proof. The sequence of graphs (Gn)n≥1 has the following approximation property:
the discrete Green’s function converges under rescaling by n2−d to the continuous
Green’s function g0D onD with Dirichlet boundary condition [LL10]: n
d−2G(zn, z
′
n)→
g0D(z, z
′).
The result follows by passing to the limit in Theorem 5 and using convergence of
random walk to Brownian motion to get the convergence of the expected exit time
(with the right Brownian time-space scaling). The convergence of the mean resistance
to a limit on the infinite network follows from Rayleigh’s principle [BLPS01].
In particular, R∗ < ∞ exists for d ≥ 3 by transience of the random walk [DS84].
For d = 2, limn→∞Rn/ logn = 1/(2π) by explicit asymptotics of the Green’s ker-
nel [LL10].

The mean resistance is the normalized trace of the Green’s function, and so for
the cubic grid of sidelength n can be computed by explicit diagonalization. We have
(11) Rn = n
−d
n∑
k1,...,kd
∗
=1
(
4
d∑
i=1
sin2(πki/n)
)−1
,
where the
∗
= indicates that we leave off the term in which all kj = n, and
R∗ =
1
(2π)d
∫
[0,2pi]d
1
2d− 2 cos θ1 − · · · − 2 cos θddθ1 . . . dθd.
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square grid hexagonal grid triangular grid
ℓ∗ 8 6 12
En(A)/(logn/π) 4 3
√
3 2
√
3
En(A
2)/(C(D)n2) 4 3
√
3 2
√
3
Table 1. Constants for three planar regular lattices
For fixed |D|, the constant C(D) is maximized for a sphere [Po´l48]. In the case
of a cuboid D in Zd of side lengths a1, . . . , ad, it is equal (the proof uses the explicit
expression for the eigenvalues of the Laplacian) to
(12) C(D) =
42d
π2d+2
∑
ni≥1,odd
d∏
i=1
1
ain
2
i
(
d∑
i=1
n2i
a2i
)−1
.
It is interesting to note that in dimension two, C(D) = P (D)/|D|2, where P (D)
is what Po´lya calls the torsional rigidity of the cross-section D, and which is, in
mechanical terms, a measure of the resistance to torsion of a cylindrical beam with
cross-section D, defined by 1/P (D) = inff w(f) is the infimum, over all smooth
functions f over D vanishing on the boundary, of w(f) :=
∫
D
|∇f |2
4(
∫
D
f)
2 .
Theorem 6 is valid in greater generality: one can take any periodic graph in Rd for
which random walk converges to Brownian motion, and replace the constants 4d in
the statement with ℓ∗. Indeed, we need only the property that the discrete Green’s
function converges to the continuous one. Both ℓ∗ and R∗ can be computed, since
the Green’s function is an explicit integral of a rational function and ℓ∗ and R∗
are obtained from the Green’s function. For the square, triangular, and hexagonal
lattices ℓ∗ is easily computed; we list the relevant quantities for these cases in Table 1.
5. Spanning unicycles on planar graphs
A cycle-rooted spanning tree (CRST), or unicycle, is a spanning subgraph which
is connected and has a unique cycle, that is, is the union of a spanning tree and an
additional edge. We let λ(G) be the weighted sum of the collection of CRSTs.
On a planar graph the dual of a 2SF (take duals of all edges not in the 2SF) is
a CRST. It is natural to assign conductances to the planar dual G∗ which are the
reciprocals of the conductances of G; then duality gives a bijection from 2SFs to
CRSTs which multiplies the weight by a constant (the reciprocal of the product of
all conductances of G).
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In the planar case, we can use planar duality to translate the previous statements
about the floating component of a 2SF into statements about the unique loop of a
weighted spanning unicycle.
On a planar graph embedded in the plane, the dual of a spanning unicycle on G
is a 2SF on the dual graph G∗, for which we choose the marked vertex b∗ to be the
outer boundary face of G. Let V ∗ be the vertex set of G∗.
Theorem 4 in this setting shows that for a CRST on the dual of a planar graph G,
the probability that edge e∗, dual of edge e, is in the unique cycle is
P(e∗ in cycle) =
κ(G)
c(e)κ2(G)TG(e, e) =
c(e∗)κ(G∗)
λ(G∗) (1− TG∗(e
∗, e∗)) .
Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 translate to the following result in this setting. De-
note A to be the area (i.e. the number of faces enclosed) of the unique cycle of a
random spanning unicycle.
Theorem 7. Let f, f ′ be two faces of G. Then
P(f enclosed) =
κ(G)
λ(G)G
∗
f,f P(f, f
′ enclosed) =
κ(G)
λ(G)G
∗
f,f ′ .
We also have
E(A) =
κ(G)
λ(G)
∑
v∗∈V ∗
G∗v∗,v∗ and E(A
2) =
κ(G)
λ(G) |V
∗|2E(τb∗) ,
where E(τb∗) is the expected hitting time of b
∗ for a conductance-biased random walk
started at a uniformly chosen starting vertex of G∗.
Let Gn be the n × n grid with unit conductances. In [KK12] were computed up
to constants the moments of the combinatorial area A of the uniform unicycle on Gn
(whose probability distribution we denote by νn), or equivalently, the moments of
the size of the floating component of the uniform 2SF:
Theorem 8. [KK12] For all integer k ≥ 2, there is a constant Ck > 0, such that
E
(
Akn
)
= Ckn
2k−2(1 + o(1)), as n→∞.
We give a sketch of the proof for completeness.
Proof. Let Hn be the graph Gn scaled to fit in the square D = [0, 1]2. Let µn be
the measure on unicycles on Hn, weighted by the square of the area of the cycle. In
[KK12] it is shown that µn converges as n → ∞ to a measure µ with the property
that the probability of a cycle of positive area is positive. For a cycle of area A in Gn,
the Radon-Nikodym derivative between µn and νn is dµn/dνn = A
2/Eνn(A
2).
We have
Eνn(A
k)
Eνn(A
2)
= Eµn(A
k−2) = n2k−4Eµ(θ
k−2)(1 + o(1)),
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where θ is the scaled Euclidean area (in [0, 1]). By Theorem 6,
Eνn(A
2) = C(D)|D|n2(1 + o(1))
thus we have
Eνn(A
k) = n2k−2C(D)Eµ(θ
k−2)(1 + o(1)).

6. Questions
(1) Can one compute the constants Ck in the higher moments of Theorem 8?
(2) Can one compute the expected length of the cycle of the spanning unicycle
in higher dimension, for example in Z3?
(3) The probability that three distinct vertices are in Σ seems to be a much
harder quantity to compute. Can this probability be written in terms of the
Green’s function?
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